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INTRODUCTION 

Fighter pilots face a broad task spectrum in the cockpit. Their tasks are considerably more 

challenging than those of civil pilots due to additional mission tasks, which include control of 

sensors, weapons, and other systems, under consideration of constraints and uncertainties. In 

addition, the pilots coordinate with manned and, as envisioned in fighter development programs 

(e.g., FCAS), unmanned platforms. This adds coordination with manned-unmanned teams to 

the pilots’ responsibilities (Lindner et al., 2022). In this multitasking environment, efficient 

management of attention is crucial to pilot performance (Olivier Lefrancois et al., 2016). 

Attention-related problems in human-automation interaction are well known and often 

described as a possible cause of aviation accidents (Jones & Endsley, 1996; Kelly & Efthymiou, 

2019; Shorrock, 2007). There are different problems described in literature, such as attentional 

tunneling (Wickens, 2005), inattentional blindness or deafness (Dehais et al., 2019), vigilance 

performance decrement (Thomson et al., 2015) or complacency (Parasuraman & Manzey, 

2010). The consequence of all these phenomena is a loss of situation awareness (SA) in specific 

situational aspects when the pilot fails to attend relevant information in the cockpit (Jones & 

Endsley, 1996). Effective training in monitoring and automation operation is crucial to improve 

pilot attention management, but nevertheless, the interaction between pilots and cockpit 

remains ‘hierarchical’ in the sense, that the cockpit cannot be aware of the pilot’s errors. In this 

context, the idea of developing user-aware systems has been proposed to enable error-reducing 

adaption of a workplace (Brand & Schulte, 2018; Fortmann & Mengeringhausen, 2014; 

Peysakhovich et al., 2018).  

 

In this contribution, we focus on the adaption of a fighter cockpit to an online estimation of the 

pilot’s cognitive state, more specifically their attention allocation and situation awareness. 

Thus, our design goal is a system that reduces the number of situations where a pilot misses 

critical information while trying to avoid nuisance notifications (Schwerd & Schulte, 2021b). 

To achieve automatic online estimation of SA, we developed an eye-tracking analysis approach 

where, for every fixation on the cockpit display, an application provides the attended object and 

a parametric description of their relevant content (e.g., not only “altimeter”, but also the altitude; 

not only ‘hostile aircraft’, but also its heading, speed, and distance). This information is used to 

populate nodes in a dynamic semantic network that represents the relevant situational features 

and relationship between information, e.g., when the pilot is aware of the position of two 

objects, he can also infer a distance between them. Each network node contains a measure of 

deviation between the assumed pilot’s awareness and the actual state of this situational feature. 

Therefore, the system can estimate the SA in specific situational features. In prior studies, we 

validated this approach in cockpit simulator studies and showed correlations of our SA measure 

with performance and subjective SA ratings (Schwerd & Schulte, 2020, 2021a). We used this 

SA model in a subsequent experiment to trigger cockpit adaptions and alerts to guide the pilot’s 

attention towards critical system information when the deviation in relevant situational features 

grew above a certain threshold. With that, we could improve pilot performance in those 



situations where a change of task-relevant system state could not have been predicted by the 

participants (Schwerd & Schulte, 2021c).  

 

While our approach worked reasonably well in our laboratory trials, transfer to real-world 

military application is not trivial. Apart from challenges like eye-tracking measurement in real 

cockpits, the adaptions must be useful in the task context and should provide benefits to the 

pilot. Thus, our central question is: which cockpit information is relevant in which task 

situation? To answer this question, we conducted a goal-directed task analysis (GDTA) with 

eight fight pilots. Based on this task analysis, we identified use-cases, which were implemented 

in our cockpit simulator. Then, we evaluated these use-cases with three fighter pilots of the 

German Air Force. 

  

METHOD 

Step 1: Task Analysis to identify Use-cases 

Method 

The GDTA was proposed by (Endsley & Jones, 2012) and can be used to structure a task 

environment by its goals, decisions to meet these goals, and information requirements to make 

these decisions. It is especially suitable for our research question because the task analysis 

associates information with its context. For the interview, we prepared different mission 

scenario briefings (e.g., Air Interdiction Mission) to structure the discussion. On basis of these 

scenarios, we went through different mission phases to identify relevant operational decisions. 

When we identified a decision, we asked about all relevant information that is associated with 

this information.  

Procedure & Participants 

We interviewed eight fighter pilots from the German Air force (all male, mean age 36.2y). Only 

one pilot was interviewed per session which lasted about two hours for each pilot. In our setting, 

pilots could only talk about non-classified information. After the interviews, we organized 

goals, decisions, and information into a tree-like structure.  

Results 

The resulting GDTA is structured by five main goals, which are displayed in Figure 1. For 

example, the first goal is to operate the aircraft under consideration of the mission plan. Every 

main goal consists of several subgoals, also illustrated for goal 1.0 in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: Top-level extract from analysis 

Decisions are associated in the lower levels of the structure and always associated with a 

subgoal. Figure 2 shows three examples for relevant decisions, that must be frequently done in 



the cockpit. For example, the subgoal ‘assess planned flight altitude’ is associated with the 

decision if a change to the UAV altitude is necessary because there is a more secure route 

available. To make this decision, the pilot must collect information in the cockpit about the 

current position and types of threats, the current UAV altitude, and its planned UAV altitude.  

Given the many decisions and information requirements from the analysis, we selected suitable 

use-cases suitable to evaluate them in the cockpit simulator.  

 

 

 
Figure 2: Example decisions from different goals 

 

Step 2: Prototype Evaluation 

Method 

The second step of this study was the implementation and evaluation of a cockpit adaption in a 

representative task setting. For this, we implemented 12 different adaption use cases in our 

cockpit simulator (see Figure 3). Cockpit adaptions were either a computer-generated text 

message or an indication on the tactical map.  

 
Figure 3: Cockpit simulator with integrated eye-tracking 

Procedure & Participants 

We invited three fighter pilots to evaluate our system. Mean age was 36y with mean flight hours 

on a fighter jet of 600h. After a training of 2 hours, we fully explained the basic principle of the 

cockpit adaption and introduced all use cases. Then, we evaluated the implemented assistance 

system in three scenarios. Each scenario emphasized different mission types and pilot tasks 

(Reconnaissance, UAV Control and MUM-T Air Interdiction). After each scenario, the 

participants were asked to fill out a subjective usability rating about every specific assistance 

use case they encountered. After all scenarios, we replayed a recording of each trial and 



interviewed the pilots about specific situations to gain further insight into their rating and 

possible improvements. 

 

Results 

The subjective rating, debriefings and preliminary analysis of the logging data showed the 

following: 

• The SA-based adaption was accepted well by the pilots and subjective rating was 

positive. The use-cases were considered to be useful in a real-world task setting. 

Especially indications in the tactical map were evaluated as very helpful. In addition, 

pilots asked for phase-of-flight specific use cases (e.g., take-off, landing).  

• In a few situations, pilots did not monitor a certain cockpit display because they relied 

on the auditive text messages telling them relevant information. In other cases, pilots 

criticized when text messages contained a lot of information. 

• Pilots ignored system indications as soon as the workload was high. Because of this, 

they often could not recall an encountered use-case in some trials. 

• Pilots disliked to system indications that merely told them information they should 

know from a perspective of SA. In their opinion, the SA-based indication should only 

appear when there is action required. 

 

Discussion 

Our experiment showed that we successfully implemented use-cases, that are useful in a real-

world fighter jet cockpit. However, one flaw of our approach is, that in situations where the 

pilot focuses on a single demanding task while ignoring other information, our system tends to 

trigger more indications since SA in task-irrelevant information suffers from the attentional 

focus on a single task. But these indications are often ignored due to high workload or might 

even add more workload. This problem could be solved by two approaches: Either delaying 

indications until the pilot is finished with his task depending on a measurement of activity 

(Honecker & Schulte, 2017) or, in critical cases, interrupt the pilot with more drastic cockpit 

adaptions such as cognitive counter measures (Saint-Lot et al., 2020). We are planning to 

evaluate these approaches in our future studies. 
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